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SEMI-INVARIANT SUBMANIFOLDS WITH PARALLEL
NORMAL CURVATURE IN A COMPLEX SPACE FORM*

U-HANG KI, EUI-WON LEE AND WON TAE OH

O. Introduction

Recently Nakagawa, Umehara and one of the present authors [6J
studied the submanifolds with harmonic curvature in a Riemannian mani
fold of constant curvature.

On the other hand Blair, Ludden and Yano [lJ introduced the semi
invariant immersion. From this point of views, Yano and one of the
present authors [lOJ investigated semi-invariant submanifolds of real
codimension 3 in a complex Euclidean space.

The purpose of the present paper is to study semi-invariant submani
folds with parallel normal curvature in a complex space form and to
characterize the submanifolds with harmonic curvature.

We use the systems of indices throughout this paper as follows;
A,B,C, =1, ... , 2n+1, ... , 2n+4,
h, i, j, =1, ... , 2n+1.

The summation convention will be used with respect to those systems
of indices.

1. Submanifolds admitting almost contact metric structure

Let (M, G) be an almost Hermitian manifold of real dimension 2(n+2)
equipped with an almost complex structure J and with an almost Hermitian
metric tensor G. Let M be covered by a system of coordinate neighbor
hoods {O; yA} and denote by GBA the components of G and by J BA

those of J. Then we have
(1. 1) JABJBC= -GAC, GCDJBC.JAD=GBA'

Let M be a (2n+ I)-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a
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system of coordinate neighborhoods {U ; xh} and immersed isometrically
in M by the immersion ifJ : M~ M. When the argument is local, M
need not be distinguished from ifJ (M). We represent the immersion ifJ
locally by yA=yA(xh) and put BjA=OjyA, (OJ=o;OXj ). Then Bj = (BjA)

are (2n +1) -linearly independent local tangent vectors of M and denote
by C, D and E three mutually orthogonal unit normals to M. Then the
induced Riemannian metric gjj on the submanifold M is given by gji=
BjABjcGAC because the immersion ifJ is isometric. By denoting by Vj the
operator of van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant differentiation formed
with gjj, fqult~onsof Gauss and Weingarten for M are respectively obtained:

(1. 2) VjBiA=hjjCA+kjjDA+ljiEA,
(1. 3) VjCA= -h/BhA+ljDA+mjEA,
(1. 4) VjDA= -k/BhA_ljCA+njEA,
(1. 5) VjEA= -1/BhA-mjCA-njDA,

where hjj, kjj and lji are the second fundamental forms in the direction
of C, D and E respectively and lj, mj and nj the third fundamental
tensors of M.

The transformations of BjA, CA, DA and EA by the almost complex
structure J are represented in each coordinate neighborhood as follows:

(1. 6) JcAB/=fjhBhA+UiCA+ViDA+WjEA,
(1. 7) JBACB= -u"BhA-vDA+ttEA,
(1. 8) JcADc= -v"BhA+vCA-AEA,
(1. 9) JcAEc= -w"BhA-ttCA+ADA,

where we have put fji=G(JBj, B j), uj=G(JBi, C), vj=G(JBj, D), Wi=
G(JBj, E) and u", vh and wh being vector fields associated with Ui, Vj
and Wj respectively, ;(, tt, v being functions in M. From these definitions
we verify that hj is skew-symmetric and the functions A, tt and v are
globally defined on M. By the properties of the almost Hermitian
structure, it follows from (1. 6) "-.J (1. 9) that

f/f,h= -OJ''+UjU''+ViV''+WiW'',
f,hut=vv"-ttw", fthvt= -vu"+Aw",

(1.10) fthwt=fJ.uh-Av", utut=1-tr-v2,
vtvt=1-v2-;(2, Wtwt=1-;(2- tt2,

utVt= Att, Utwt=AV, Vtwt=ttv.

If we define a vector field ph by
(1. 11) ph=Auh+ttvh+vwh,

it is easily, using (1. 10), seen that
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(1.12) fthpt=O.

We put NA=,1CA+ f-lDA+))EA. Then it is an intrinsically defined nor
mal to M [lOJ. Thus (1. 7) '"'-' (1. 9) can be written as follows:

(1.13) JcANc= -phBhA.
Suppose that the functions A, f-l and)) satisfy ,:(2 + fJ.2 +))2 = 1. Then, by

definition, we easily see that it is a global condition on M. Thus the
equation (1. 6) reduces to

(1.14) JcABF=f,hBhA+p,NA,

because CA, DA and EA are mutually orthogonal unit normals to M,
where p,=ptgti• We also see from (1.11) that ph defines a unit vector
field on M. By the properties of the almost Hermitian structure, it
follows from (1. 12) '"'-' (1. 14) that Cf, g, p) defines an almost contact
metric structure.

Conversely, if the set Cf, g, p) of the tensor field f of type (1, 1), the
Riemannian metric tensor g and the vector field p given by 0.11)
defines an almost contact metric structure. We can show, taking account
of (1.10)'"'-'(1.11), that .;(2+f-l2+))2=1.

On the other hand, a submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold
is called a CR-submanifold [l1J if there is a differentiable distribution
T: p - Tpr:;;;Mp on M satisfYing the following conditions, where Mp
denotes the tangent space at each point p in M: (1) T is invariant,
i. e., JTp= T p for each p in M, (2) The complementary orthogonal
distribution TJ.. : p - TpJ.. r:;;;Mp is totally real, i. e. JTpJ.. r;;;.MpJ. for each
p in M, where MpJ.. denotes the normal space to M at pEM. In parti
cular, M is said to be semi-invariant provided that dim TJ.=1. In this
case a unit normal in JTJ.. is called the distinguished normal to the
semi-invariant submanifold.

Thus, if M is a semi-invariant submanifold of codimension 3 in M with
respect to the distinguished normal NA=ACA+ f-lDA+))EA, then the set
(f, g, p) defines an almost contact metric structure [4J, [lOJ and hence
,12+ f-l2 +))2= 1.

2. Semi-invariant submanifolds of a complex space from

In the sequel, the ambient Hermitian manifold M is assumed to be of
constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4c and of real dimension
2 (n +2) , which is called a complex space form and denoted M (c) .
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Let M be a (2n+ l)-dimensional semi-invariant submanifold of codi
mension 3 in M(c) and denote by NA the distinguished normal to M.
Then we have (1.13) and (1.14) because ;(2+ ,u2+v2=1 is satisfied. We
take NA=J..CA+,uDA+vEA as CA. Then it follows that J..=1, ,u=v=O
and consequently uh=ph, Vi=O, Wi=O because of (1.10) and (1.11).

Thus (1. 6) "J (1. 9) reduces respectively to

(2.1) JcABF-fihBhA+PiCA,
(2.2) JBACB=_phBhA, JcADc=-EA, JcAEc=DA.

If we apply the operator f7j of the covariant differentiation to (2.1)
and (2. 2) and make use of the equations from (1. 1) to (1. 5), then we
get respectively (cf. [4J,[10J)

(2.3)
(2.4)

Therefore,

f7·f·k =-h··pk+h·kp. f7·p·=-h· f·tJ • J' ')" J' ')t .,

kj ;= -lj,f/-mjp;, lj;=kjefl+ljp;.

it is immediately from (2. 4) that

(2.10)

(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)

(2.5) kjtpt= -mj, ljtpt=li> k= -mtPt, l=ltpt,

where we have put k=L; ku, 1=1:: lH. Since (J,g,p) defines an almost
i i

contact metric structure, it is easily seen from (2.3) "J (2.5) that

(2.6) fllt=kPi+m;, kl+mtlt=O,
(2.7) kjtll+kitl/= - (ljmi+1imj) ,
(2.8) ljell-kjtk/=l/i-mjmi'

Since the ambient manifold is a complex space form M (c) , its cur
vature tensor is given by

RDCBA=C(GDAGCB-GCAGDB+JDAJCB-JCAJCB-2JDCJBA)'

Thus it follows from (1. 2) '"'-.J (1. 5), (2. 1) and (2. 2) that the equations
of Gauss, Codazzi, and Ricci for M are respectively obtained:

(2. 9) Rkj;h=C(gk~ji-gjhgki+fkhfji-hhiki-2!kJih)

+ hkhhji-hjhhki + kkhkji - kjhkki + lkhlj i -ljhltti'
f7khji-f7jhki-lkkji+ljkki-mklji+mjlki

=cCPk!ji-Pjiki-2Pdkj) ,
f7kkji-f7jkki+lkhji-[jhki-nklji+n/ki=O,
f7k1ji-[7/ki +mkhji-mjhki+nkkji-njkk;=O,
f7ij -f7jkk+hlkjt - h/kkt+mknj -mjnk=O,
f7kmj -f7jmk+hktljt-h/lkt+nklj -njlk=O,
f7knj -f7jnk+kiljt-k/lkt+lkmj -ljmk=2c!kj'



ilj rP" = 0.
(2.20) and making u~e of (2.16), wc find

Ajrf{ -2kjrk{=2c (gji- PjPi) ,
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Now, we denote the normal component of PjC by Pj.lC. The normal
vector field C is said to be parallel in the normal bundle if Pj.lC=O,
namely, lj and 1nj vanish identically. From now on we suppose that
the normal vector C is parallel in the normal bundle. Then the equation~

(2. 4), (2. 5), (2. 7) and (2. 8) turn out respectively to he

(2.16) kji = -ljtJ/, lji = kjd,-t ,
(2.17) kjtpt=O, ljtpt=O, k=l=O,

(2.18) kjtl/+kitl/ =0,
(2.19) kjtk/=ljtl/.

Thus, (2. 15) l~ reduced to

(2.20) A jj=2(l/kjt+cIij),

where we have put Ajj=Vjnj-Vjnj' By the properties of the almost
contact metric structure Cf, g, jJ) induced on 111, it follows from (2.17)
and (2.20) that

(2.21)

Applying hi to

(2.22)

which implies

(2. 23) Ajrj/~Airf/.

For the sake of brevity, a tensor 1}/,' and a function T", on 1\1 for
any positive integer III arc introduced as follow~:

1};'"= 1}i1 1'i2 i1 '" 1'i im - 1, 1'",=:Ei1'iilll.

Using this notation, we have from (2. 18) and (2. El)
(2.24) k2m- 1=12m-1 =0, k2m =12m,

(2.25) kjrlji=o, ljrkji=o.

for any positive integer m.
Since the fact that the distinguished normal C i~ parallel in the normal

bundle is assumed, we see from (2.18) that

k/f1k1ir+ (f1kkjr)1/+l/(f1kkir) + (flkljr) k/=O,

which together with (2. 11) and (2.12) yield

kj rf1 jlkr - k/f1)kr+Ijrf1 jkkr-l/Vj kkr= 0.

Therefore, the last two equations give

k/f1klir+l/f1kkir=O,

which together with (2.16) imply that
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(2.26)
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3. Parallel normal curvature

Let M be a real (2n +1) -dimensional seml-lllvariant submanifold of
codimension 3 in M(c). In the sequel we suppose that the normal
curvature tensor Rl. of M in the normal bundle is parallel, namely
VjRl.=O. Then we have from the Ricci equation

Vi {f1knj-Vjnk+lkmj-ljmk} =0.

Now we suppose that the distinguished normal C is parallel in the nor
mal bundle. Then we have VkAji=O with the aid of the above
equation. Thus, differentiating (2.21) covariantly along M and taking
account of (2.3), we find A jrhktfrt = 0, which together with (2.23) give

(3.1) Ajrh/=O

because the set (f, g, p) defines an almost contact metric structure.
Hence the equation (2.20) implies

(3.2) kirl/h/+cfrihjr=o.

By the way, since Vjl.C=O is assumed, it follows from (2.13) and
(2.14) that kji and lji are commutative with hjt each other. Thus the
last equation yields

(3.3) c(hjrl/+hirl/) =0

by means of (2. 18), which implies

(3.4) c(hirpr-aPi) =0,

where we have put a=hrsprps. Differentiating this covariantly and
making use of (2. 3) we obtain

c {(f1jhir)pr-hirhj ..rrs -ajPi+ahjrf/} =0,

which together (2.10) with Ij=mj=O and (3.3) give

(3.5) c {cfjk+h/hsrhS-ahjrhr- ~ (akPj -ajh)} =0,

where aj =17ja. By the properties of the almost contact metric structure,
it follows that

(3.6) c {Cfjk+h/ksrlks-akjrf{} =0,
(3.7) c(aj-BPj) =0

for some function B on M. Hence (3. 1) and (3. 6) give rise to
c2Ajrf/=O. Consequently we have c2A ji=O because the set (f, g,p)
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defines an almost contact metric structure. Thus, relationship (2. 22)
gIves

(3.8) c2{kji2+C(gji-PjP;)} =0

and hence c2 (2nc +k2 ) = o. Therefore we have following fact:

PROPOSITION 3. 1. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold o} codimension
3 in a complex space form M(c), (c~o). If the distinguished normal
C and the normal curvature of M are parallel in the normal bundle,
then the ambient space is Euclidean.

Now we suppose that c does not vanish. Then (3. 6) and (3. 7) reduce
respectively to

(3.9) It- .2=ah· ·+c(g· .-p.p.)
J' J' J' J"

aj = BPj because of (3. 7). Differentiation (3. 7) covariantly yields 17kaj =
(V'kB)Pi-Bhkrf/, which implies WkIJ)Pj- WjB)h 12Bhj r/{=O, where
we have used (2.3) and (3.3). 17kB is proportional to h, it follows
that Bhjrf{=O, which means B(hji-apjPi) =0. From this fact and
(3. 9) we can see that er is constant on M. Therefore (3. 9) means that
h/ has constant eigenvalues. By differentiating (3. 9) and taking account
of (2. 3), we get

(17khjr) h{+h/ (V'khir) -aVkhji =c {(hkrljr) Pi+ (hkJ{) Pi} .

If we make use of (2.3), (2.10) with lj =mj =0, (3.3) and (3.4),
then the covariant derivative of the second fundamental form hji is given
by (for detail, see [4J, [5J)

(3.10) 17khji =c(f,kPj+fjkPi).

On the other hand, we have from the Gauss equation (2. 9) that the
Ricci tensor of the semi-invariant submanifold is obtained:

Rji=c {(2n+3)gji-3PjPi} -2kji2+hhji-hji2,

where h=2ihii because of (3.8) and (3.9), which reduces to

(3.11) R ji=2c {(n+2)gji-2PiPi} + (h-a)hji.

Differentiating (3. 11) covariantly and using (2.3) and (3. 10), we

find

17kRji =4c {(hkr!i r) p;+ (hkrl/) Pj} +c (h-a) UikPj +!ikPi)

because of the facts that a is constant and eigenvalues of h/ are constant.

If we suppose that M has harmonic curvature, that is, 17kRji-17jRki
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=0, then we see from the last equation that

4c {2 (h"rljr)pj + (h"rll)pj - (hjrf/)h}
+c(h-a) {fikPj- fijh +2/jkPi} =0.

Transforming this by pi and taking account of (3.4), we get c {4h"rfl
+ (h-a)!;,,} =0 and hence h-a=O because of c*O. Thus, it follows
that hjj=aPjpj. But this is impossible because of (3.9). Therefore, we
have

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of codimension
3 in a complex space form M(c). Suppose that the distinguished normal
and the normal curvature are parallel in the normal bundle. If M has
harmonic curvature, then the ambient space is Euclidean.

Now we put

(3.12) Dkkji=fi'kkj;-n"ljj, Dklji=f'"lji+nkkji,

then using (2.11) and (2.12) we can easily see that D"kji and D"lji are
symmetric for all indices provided that the distinguished normal is
parallel in the normal bundle.

4. Semi-invariant submanifolds in a complex Euclidean space

In this section we consider a semi-invariant submanifold M of codi
mension 3 in a Euc1idean 2(n+2)-space such that the distinguished
normal C and the normal curvature of M are parallel in the normal
bundle. Then (3.2) becomes to k;rl/h/=O and hence

(4.1) kjrhl=O, Ijrh{=O

because of (2.18) and (2.19). Furthermore (2.20) turns out to be 2kjj2 =
Ajr//. Since the fact that the normal curvature of M is parallel in the
normal bundle is assumed, it follows, in a direct consequence of (3.1),
that

(4.2) (V"kjr)k/+ (Vkkir)kjr=O.

If we take the skew-symmetric part of this with respect to the indices
k and j and make use of (2.11) and (3.12), then we obtain (n"ljr
njhr)k/+ (D;k"r+nilir)kjr- (Djkjr+nj!jr) k{=O and consequently (D;k"r)kjr

- (Djkjr)kkr=O with the aid of (2.18). Combining this with (4.2), we
have
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(4.3) kjrD;k{=O,

where we have used (2. 18) and (3. 12). In the same way we have

(4.4) ljrD;l{=O.

Using the last two equations and making use of (2.25), it is easily
seen that k2m and 12m are constant for any positive integer m. If we take
account of (2.20) with c=O, then the equation (4.3) leads to

kjrf1;kkr=1-niAkj.

Differentiating this covariantly, we find

(f7lkj r) (f1;kkr) +k/f7zVikkr = ~ (Vzni)Akj

since the normal curvature of M is parallel. If we take the skew-sym
metric part of this with respect to indices I and i and make use of the
Ricci identity, then we obtain

(4.5) (Vlk/) (Vikkr) - (Vik/) (V/kkr)

= R/ikrkjr2+Rlirskk'kjr+}AliAkj .

Thus the symmetric part of this with respect to the indices j and k
gives

R/ikrkjr2+ R li /kkr2=0,

which together with the Gauss equation of M in a Euc1idean space yield

k//kik-k/kkij3+lt/lik-l/klij3
+ k1k3kij - kljkik3+llk3l ij -1/j1ik3= 0,

where we have used (2.18), (2.19) and (4.1).

Transforming the last expression by k i
k (Ind using (2.24) and (2. 25),

then one can get

(4.6) k2kj/3_k4kj/=0.

In the same way we see from (4.4) that

(4.7) k2Ij/3-k4Ij/=0.

If we suppose that the constant k2 does not zero On M, then (4.6)
and (4. 7) reduces re::''Pectively to

(4.8) kji3=Akji, Iji3=Alji.

for a constant A given by A = k4 / k2• Differentiating the first equation of
(4.8) covariantly and making use of (4.2), we find Af1kkji = (f7kk/)ki/,
or, using (4.3) and (4.8) it follows that ADkkji=O and hence Dkkji
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=0. Thus the equation (4.5) turns out to be

Ru{kjr2+RUr.kkskjr + ~ AZ;Akj = O.

If we substitute (2.9) and (2.20) with C=O into the last equation
and take account of (4.1), then we get

k{k;k -klkk{+I{I;k-lzkl{)kjr2
+ (k['k{ - k{k/+lll{-l{l/) kj,.kks - 2kzrl{kjil=0.

Thus, by contracting j and 1 and using (2.18), (2.19) and (4.8)
we can verify that

2kki4+2Akki2+k2kul= 0,
which implies k2=0. Thus we have kji=O on M and hence lj;=O
because of (2. 19) . Therefore we have

LEMMA 4. 1. Let M be a semi-invariant submanifold of codimension 3
in a Euclidean 2 (n+2)-space. If the distinguished normal C and the
normal curvature of M are parallel in the normal bundle, then kj;=lj;=O.

According to Proposition 3. 2 and Lemma 4. 1 we prove the following
fact:

THEOREM 4.2. Let M be a simply connected complete semi-invariant sub
manifold of codimension 3 in a real 2(n+2)-dimensional complex space
form M(c). Suppose that the distinguished normal C and the normal
curvature of M are parallel in the normal bundle. If M has harmonic
curvature, then c=O. In particular, if c=O and the shape operator in
the direction of the distinguished normal has no simple roots, then M is
isometric one of the following spaces:

Wn+l, S2n+l or SrXE2.,.-r+1.

Proof. According to Proposition 3. 2, the ambient space is Euc1idean.
Thus, the Ricci tensor of M is given by Rji=hhji-hj;2 because of
Lemma 4. 1. Since M has harmonic curvature, the above equation
implies

(4.9) hkhji-hjhk;=P'khji2-P'jhki2,

where hk=P'kh. Since the fact that the shape operator in the direction
of C has no simple roots is assumed, it is well known from (4. 9) that
the mean curvature of M is constant, namely hk=O (for detail see [6J,
[7J). Thus (4.9) means that hil is of Codazzi type and Vkhj;=O (cf.
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[6J, [7J, [9J). Thus the first normal space NI (p) defined to be ortho
gonal complement of {CpENp(M): Hcp=O} in Np(Af.) is invariant
under the parallel translation and of constant dimension 1, where H ep
are the second fundamental forms associated Cp and N p (M) is the nor
mul space at p in M. Thus, by the reduction theorem [3J, we conclude
that there exists a 2 (n +1) -dimensional totally geodesic submanifold
E2n+2 in E2n+4 in which M is hypersurface with parallel second funda
mental form. Since M is complete and simply connected, due to [8J, we
see that M is isometric with a plane E2nH, a sphere S2n+I or SrXE2,,-rtI.

This completes the proof.
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